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Abstract
The possibility of binding one and two excess electrons by a molecule with two polar ends, each of which is capable of
binding one electron, is studied using electronic structure methods. In the case of the singly charged anion, we find, as
2 q
expected, a pair of nearly degenerate 2 Sq
g and S u states. For the dianion, stable open-shell triplet and singlet electronic
states are reported, both of which have one electron on each polar terminus. Numerical results are presented for the monoand di-anions of ŽLiCN. 2 PPP HCCH PPP ŽNCLi. 2 , and our estimation of the vertical electronic stability of ŽŽLiCN. 2
PPP HCCH PPP ŽNCLi. 2 . 2y is 0.84 eV. q 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
It is well known that valence-saturated polar
molecules can bind an excess electron by their dipole
potential w1x. Recently, the possibility of binding two
extra electrons to the positive terminus of a highly
polar molecular system was also studied and critical
conditions for such binding were formulated within
the fixed-finite-dipole model w2x. Subsequently, a
real molecule that fulfills the two-electron critical
binding requirements was found and characterized
w3x. Our efforts to study the existence and properties
of such unusual mono- and di-anionic species also
involved mixed valencerdipole-bound molecular dianions possessing one valence-bound excess electron
and one that is bound by the dipole potential of the
molecule w4x. Very recently, we also reported a nu-
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merical study of electron binding to linear molecules
having two polar ends and a vanishing total dipole
moment, and we termed the resulting anionic states
as bi-dipole-bound states Žbdbs. w5x.
For an electron that is bound due primarily to its
static Coulomb interaction with the charge distribution of the neutral molecule, the one-particle
Schrodinger
Eq. Ž1.
¨

ž

1
exact
exact
y D q Velst
q Vooe
- exch f s ´f
2

/

Ž 1.

exact
possesses a bound solution w6x. Here, Velst
represents the classical electrostatic potential from the
exact charge distribution r exact of the neutral
molecule

exact
Velst
f

Ž 1. s H

r exact Ž 2 .
r 1,2

dt 2 f Ž 1 .

Ž 2.

and the occupied-orbital exclusion effects Žooe. and
the exchange interaction between the excess electron
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exact
and the other electrons are included in the Vooe-exch
exact
potential. Since, in practical calculations, Velst and
exact
Vooe-exch
are not known, we often approximate Eq.
Ž1. at the Hartree–Fock self-consistent field ŽSCF.
level, with r exact replaced by the SCF density for the
exact
neutral Ž r HF . and Vooe-exch
replaced by the SCF
exchange operators K w7x. In this manner Eq. Ž1.
becomes equivalent to the Koopmans’ theorem ŽKT.
description of the excess electron binding, with ´
being equal to the energy of the virtual orbital f
obtained in the SCF calculation for the neutral
molecule w7x.
The Velst operator for a neutral molecule of D`h
symmetry with two polar ends separated by a distance 2L may be approximated Žespecially at distances exterior to the charge density of the neutral
system. by a sum of two dipole potentials having
opposite orientations. With Vooe-exch neglected and
Velst so approximated, Eq. Ž1. reduces to

ž

1
y = 2 q V1 Ž qm ,q L . q V2 Ž ym ,y L . f bdbs
2

/

s ´ bdbsf bdbs

Ž 3.

where V1 and V2 describe the electron–dipole interactions. The solutions of Eq. Ž3. for large Ls are
expected, by symmetry, to be of the form
bdbs
f"
f

1

'2 Ž x 1 " x 2 .

Ž 4.

bdbs
´"
f e " H12

Ž 5.

where x and e are the eigenfunctions and energies
of the one-particle Schrodinger
equation for the
¨
dipole-bound anion

ž

1
m cos u
y = 2y
xsex
2
r2

/

Ž 6.

with x 1 centered at L and x 2 at yL. The q and y
solutions in Eq. Ž4. describe sg and su orbitals,
respectively. The term H12
1
H12 s x 1 y = 2 qV1Ž q m ,q L . qV2 Ž y m ,y L . x 2
2

¦

;

Ž 7.

™

which relates to the through-bond coupling of the
two dipole-bound orbitals, approaches zero as L `,
but produces a non-vanishing ´qbdbs y ´ybdbs energy
splitting for finite Ls. Knowledge of these couplings,
even for small van der Waals complexes such as we

have examined, is important because of the role such
interactions play in many biological electron and
excitation transfer processes. On the basis of ab
initio calculations, we recently reported the strength
of these couplings for the monoanions of ŽHCN. n
PPP HC ' CH PPP ŽNCH. n Žwhere n s 2–4. w5x; in
the present contribution we extend this study to a
system in which the electrons are more tightly bound.
Our ab initio study on linear ŽHCN. n PPP HC '
CH PPP ŽNCH. n Ž n s 1–4. showed that such
molecules support two electronically stable anionic
2 q
states of 2 Sq
S u symmetry, for n ) 1 w5x.
g and
These states are nearly degenerate Žthe coupling H12
is less than 5 cmy1 . even for the shortest Ž n s 2.
stable monoanion. Therefore, we concluded that the
through-bond coupling of the two dipole-bound orb itals is v ery sm all in th e Ž H C N . n
PPP HCCH PPP ŽNCH. n species. The electron binding energy Ž E . for the corresponding monoanions
depends both on the polarity of the ŽHCN. n group
and the spacing between the groups, which relates to
the dipole–dipole repulsion. In particular, our vertical electron attachment energies calculated at the
MP2 level for the u states were 197, 637, and 982
cmy1 , for n s 2, 3 and 4, respectively w5x.
In the present contribution, we study the possibility of binding two excess electrons to a system
possessing two more strongly polar ends. Our prelim inary search undertaken for Ž H CN . n
PPP HCCH PPP ŽNCH. n suggested that stronger
dipoles are required to bind two electrons for chemically achievable system lengths Ž n. w5x. Therefore,
we decided to replace ŽHCN. n with ŽLiCN. n because: Ži. it is known that LiCN and ŽLiCN. 2 are
very polar and possess large dipole moments Ž9.4
and 21.2 D, respectively w4x.; and Žii. we have
experience studying electron binding to these species
w4,8x. Hence, we focused our studies on ŽLiCN. n
PPP HCCH PPP ŽNCLi. n Ž n s 1,2., and we investigated the stabilities of the corresponding dianions.

2. Computational methods
The equilibrium geometries of the neutral and
anionic species for n s 1 and 2 were optimized and
their harmonic vibrational frequencies were calculated at the second-order Møller–Plesset ŽMP2. per-
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turbation theory level. In all calculations, the values
of ²S 2 : never exceeded 2.0003 for triplets, and
0.7502 for doublet states, respectively, so we are
confident that spin-contamination effects are not serious. The electronic stabilities of the anions in their
ground states were calculated using a supermolecular
approach Ži.e., by subtracting the energies of the
anion from those of the neutral.. Since the largest
system studied contains 14 heavy atoms Žwhich involves almost 400 contracted basis functions., we
had to limit the level of our calculations to the MP4
level. In order to study open-shell singlet states of
the dianions, we employed the complete active space
SCF ŽCASSCF. method w9–12x with the active space
limited to two orbitals Ž sg , su ., and we then computed the second-order electron correlation correction Ži.e., the CAS-PT2 energy. w13x.
All calculations were performed with the GAUSSIAN 98 program w14x, on 500 MHz dual processor
Intel Pentium III computers and on an SGI
Origin2000 numerical server. The three-dimensional
plots of molecular orbitals were generated with the
MOLDEN program w15x.
The choice of the atomic orbital basis sets used to
describe the neutral molecule and the excess bound
electrons is very important for reproducing the correct value of the electron binding energy. The basis
sets must be flexible enough to describe the static
charge distribution of the neutral molecular host, and
to allow for polarization and dispersion stabilization
of the anions upon electron attachment. For these
purposes, we used the aug-cc-pVDZ w16x basis set
supplemented with additional diffuse functions. The
addition of extra diffuse functions having very low
exponents was necessary especially in order to describe properly the dianion’s pair of excess electrons.
In particular, we supplemented the aug-cc-pVDZ
basis set with extra even-tempered w17x three-term s
and three-term p sets of diffuse functions centered on
all Li atoms. The extra diffuse s and p functions do
not share exponent values and the geometric progression ratio was equal to 3.2 w18x, and we started to
build up the exponents from the lowest s and p
exponents included in the aug-cc-pVDZ basis set
designed for lithium. As a consequence, we achieved
lowest exponents of 2.6367188 = 10y 5 and
1.7669678 = 10y5 a.u. for s and p symmetry, respectively. In order to check if our calculated binding
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energies can be improved by using an even better
basis set, we replaced the aug-cc-pVDZ basis with
an aug-cc-pVTZ w16x basis and we calculated the
vertical stabilities of the dianion at the SCF level
Žthe triple-zeta basis set involves almost 750 basis
functions.. We found that the electron binding energy of the dianion increases only by 0.03 eV so we
are confident that the aug-cc-pVDZ basis that we
originally use to describe the neutral core is good
enough to reproduce correct binding energies.
3. Results
3.1. Electrostatic estimations
A first-order electrostatic argument suggests that a
dianion, with its two centers of excess charge spatially separated by a distance r, may be electronically stable if the Coulomb repulsion e 2rr between
the two extra electrons is smaller than the electron
binding energy for the monoanion. For the
LiCN PPP HCCH PPP NCLi species the equilibrium
distance r between the terminal Li atoms is 14.285
˚ and hence the e 2rr repulsion is 1.01 eV whereas
A
the KT electron binding energy for the ŽLiCN PPP
HCCH PPP NCLi.y is only 0.58 eV and even for the
LiCNy anion the E KT is only 0.66 eV. We therefore
conclude that the ŽLiCN PPP HCCH PPP NCLi. 2y
doubly charged system is unlikely to be electronically stable.
In order to reduce the e 2rr repulsion and also
increase the electron binding energy of the terminal
polar group we switched to ŽLiCN. 2 PPP HCCH PPP
ŽNCLi. 2 , for which the e 2rr repulsion is 0.59 eV
Žthe equilibrium distance between terminal Li atoms
˚ . whereas the
in the neutral molecule r s 24.614 A
electron binding energy for ŽŽLiCN. 2 PPP HCCH PPP
ŽNCLi. 2 .y calculated at the Koopmans’ level is
1.217 eV. We conclude that the resulting ŽŽLiCN. 2
PPP HCCH PPP ŽNCLi. 2 . 2y dianion should be electronically stable and its KT binding energy should be
ca. 0.6 eV.
3.2. MP2 equilibrium geometries of neutral (LiCN)2
PPP HCCH PPP (NCLi)2 and its mono- and di-anion
The D`h symmetry minima on the MP2 potential
energy surface of the neutral, mono- and dianionic
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Table 1
.
MP2 equilibrium geometries for the neutral Ž1 Sq
g , monoanion
2 q
Ž2 S q
. and dianion Ž3 Sq
. of ŽLiCN. 2 PPP HC '
g r Su
u
˚.
CH PPP ŽNCLi. 2 at their D`h minimaa Ždistances in A
Parameter

1 q
Sg
neutral

2 q
Su
monoanion

3 q
Su
dianion

r ŽCC.
r ŽCH.
l1
k1
m1
l2
k2
m2

1.236
1.084
2.252
1.197
1.991
1.986
1.190
1.988

1.236
1.085
2.263
1.198
2.006
1.966
1.192
2.036

1.237
1.085
2.316
1.198
2.026
1.953
1.194
2.106

a

For the definition of the parameters, see Fig. 1.

molecules are characterized in Table 1 and the geometric parameters are defined in Fig. 1.
Our calculations indicate that an attachment of the
first and second electrons leads to only marginal
changes in the neutral acetylene spacer Žthe differ˚ see
ences in bond lengths are as small as 0.001 A,
Table 1.. This is also the case for the intramonomer
C[N bonds Žparameters k 1 and k 2 . for which the
˚ However, the Li–C
changes are less than 0.002 A.
bond lengths are increased by attachment of the first
and second electron. In particular, the value of m 2
˚ from the neutral to the dianion.
increases by 0.12 A

There are also some distortions of the intermolecular
bonds between LiCN monomers as l 1 increases by
˚ upon attachment of
0.06 and l 2 decreases by 0.03 A
two electrons. Taking all the geometrical changes
that occur during the attachment of excess electrons
into account, we find that the dianion is longer than
˚ This is likely related to
the neutral system by 0.38 A.
reducing the Coulomb e 2rr repulsion between two
extra negative charges that are localized at the ends
of the molecule.
3.3. Electron binding energies for mono- and di-anion of (LiCN)2 PPP HCCH PPP (NCLi)2
2 q
There are two electronically bound 2 Sq
g and S u
anionic states of ŽLiCN. 2 PPP HCCH PPP ŽNCLi. 2. In
Table 2 we report electron binding energies for the u
state only as the energy difference between these two
anionic states is 4 cmy1 which is similar to the
5 cmy 1 found for ŽŽHCN. 2 PPP HCCH PPP
ŽHCN. 2 .y w5x. The electron binding energy is dominated by the Koopmans’ contribution which takes
into account the electrostatic and exchange interactions of the excess electron with the SCF charge
distribution of the neutral molecule. The values of
this term are 1.217, 1.255, and 1.308 eV for the
equilibrium geometries of the neutral, monoanion,
and dianion, respectively. The effect of orbital relaxation, which is given by the difference between E SCF
and E KT and which describes polarization of the

Table 2
Vertical electron binding energies E Žin eV. for the monoanion of
ŽLiCN. 2 PPP HC 'CH PPP ŽNCLi. 2 at the equilibrium D`h geometries of the neutral, anionic and dianionic systemsa

Fig. 1. Schematic structure of ŽLiCN. 2 PPP HCCH PPP ŽNCLi. 2
and the definition of the geometrical parameters used in this work
Žonly half of the molecule is shown since the system possesses D` h
symmetry..

E KT
E SC F
E MP 2
E MP 3
E MP 4
a

D`h
geometry
of the
neutral

D`h
geometry
of the
monoanion

D`h
geometry
of the
dianion

1.217
1.259
1.266
1.293
1.303

1.255
1.297
1.301
1.329
1.337

1.308
1.350
1.350
1.379
1.386

All results obtained with the aug-cc-pVDZ basis set augmented with the 3s3p diffuse set centered at all Li atoms.
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neutral molecule by the excess electron, is very small
and amounts to 0.042 eV for the geometry of the
monoanion. The MP2 electron binding energy includes electron correlation effects that are found to
be relatively unimportant in the case of the monoanion, as indicated by the small MP2 contributions to
the total binding energy Ž0.001–0.007 eV.. Higher
order corrections calculated at the MP3 and MP4
levels are also small and lead to our final estimation
. electron binding energy 1.337 and
of the first Ž2 Sq
u
1.303 eV, at the anion and neutral geometries, respectively.
The electrostatic estimation from Section 3.1 is
validated in Table 3, where the vertical electron
binding energies for the dianion of ŽLiCN. 2 PPP
HCCH PPP ŽNCLi. 2 are presented. The ground 3 Sq
u
electronic state of ŽŽLiCN . 2 PPP HCCH PPP
ŽNCLi. 2 . 2y is dominated by the sg1su1 configuration,
with the sg and su molecular orbitals localized
primarily outside the molecular framework Žsee
Fig. 2 where the singly occupied sg and su orbitals
1 q
.
of the 3 Sq
u state are depicted . The Sg state of
2y
ŽŽLiCN. 2 PPP HCCH PPP ŽNCLi. 2 .
is dominated
by the sg2 and su2 configurations. The CAS-PT2
electron binding energy for the singlet state is higher
by only 0.06 meV than the MP2 electron binding
energy of the triplet state. Therefore, in Table 3, the
electron binding energies are reported for the 3 Sq
u
state only.
The vertical electron binding energy for the dianion at its equilibrium geometry calculated at the SCF
level is 0.921 eV. The inclusion of electron correla-

Table 3
Vertical electron binding energies E Žin eV. for the ground 3 Sq
u
electronic state of the ŽŽLiCN. 2 PPP HC 'CH PPP ŽNCLi. 2 . 2- dianion at the equilibrium D`h geometries of the neutral, anionic
and dianionic systemsa

E SC F
E MP 2
E MP 3
E MP 4
a

D`h
geometry
of the
neutral

D`h
geometry
of the
monoanion

D`h
geometry
of the
dianion

0.823
0.732
0.778
0.753

0.863
0.769
0.815
0.789

0.921
0.824
0.870
0.843

All results obtained with the aug-cc-pVDZ basis set augmented with the 3s3p diffuse set centered at all Li atoms.
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Fig. 2. Singly occupied sg and su molecular orbitals in the
ground 3 S q
state of the dianion of Ž L iC N . 2
u
PPP HCCH PPP ŽNCLi. 2 .

tion effects at the MP2 level decreases the dianion’s
stability to 0.824 eV Žsee Table 3.. The contributions
from third and fourth order MP corrections are relatively unimportant and our MP4 estimation of the
Žsecond. vertical detachment energy is 0.843 eV.
The dianion remains electronically stable at the equilibrium geometry of its monoanionic daughter Žby
0.789 eV. and neutral granddaughter Žby 0.753 eV..

4. Summary
Linear molecules with two polar ends may form
dianions with one electron localized on each polar
terminus. A simple electrostatic model can be used
to estimate the electronic stability of the dianion on
the basis of the effective separation between the two
excess charges and the electronic stability of the
monoanion.
We presented numerical results for the mono- and
di-anion of ŽLiCN. 2 PPP HCCH PPP ŽNCLi. 2 . The
equilibrium geometries and electron binding energies
were determined at the MP2 and MP4 level of
theory, respectively, and extended one-electron basis
sets were used to describe diffuse charge distributions of excess electrons.
2 q
The nearly degenerate 2 Sq
g and S u states of the
monoanion are bound by 1.3 eV with respect to the
neutral molecule. The nearly degenerate 1 Sq
g and
3 q
S u states of the dianion are bound by 0.8 eV with
respect to the monoanion. It is our desire to nurture
interest in these novel anions within the theoretical
and experimental communities.
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